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Table S1. Network summary information 
 
Source Reference Original Strain 
Curation 
Method 
ORF Nodes 
ORF-ORF / ORF-Term 
Edges 
Unmapped ORFs 
% MU50 
Proteome 
Coverage‡ 
% 
Regulon 
Coverage 
% 
Virulence 
Factor 
Coverage Original 
MU50 
Mapping Original 
MU50 
Mapping 
Publication Cherkasov et 
al., 2011 
Journal of 
Proteome 
Research 
MRSA-252 Experimental 608 603 13807 13801 SAR1559; SAR1535; SAR1831; SAR0367; 
SAR2102 
21.94 17.87 2.35 
Publication Overton et al., 
2011 BMC 
Systems Biology 
MRSA-252 Predictive 2494 2263 19076 18362 SAR1826; SAR0087; SAR0720; SAR0534; 
SAR2453; SAR2306; SAR0808; SAR0228; 
SAR0520; SAR1541; SAR1827; SAR2363; 
SAR0824; SAR0723; SAR0983; SAR2099; 
SAR2299; SAR1831; SAR0692; SAR1547; 
SAR0721; SAR0368; SAR2592; SAR0285; 
SAR1540; SAR1313; SAR2102; SAR2003; 
SAR0715; SAR0779; SAR0197; SAR0158; 
SAR0475a; SAR1559; SAR1910; SAR0702; 
SAR1506; SAR0287; SAR2124; SAR1133a; 
SAR1317; SAR1896; SAR1299; SAR1538; 
SAR1543; SAR0288; SAR0705; SAR2044; 
SAR1897; SAR2073; SAR1561; SAR1534; 
SAR1516; SAR0090; SAR1512; SAR1296; 
SAR1911; SAR2789; SAR1498; SAR1312; 
SAR0372; SAR1560; SAR2098; SAR2051; 
SAR1553; SAR1006; SAR1895; SAR1505; 
SAR1012; SAR1729a; SAR1316; 
SAR1459a; SAR2090; SAR1885; 
SAR2428b; SAR0457a; SAR0289; 
SAR1544; SAR1504; SAR1930a; SAR0419; 
SAR1322; SAR2094; SAR1520; SAR1295; 
SAR1518; SAR2115; SAR1535; SAR1515; 
SAR0249; SAR0371; SAR0290; SAR1323; 
SAR2034; SAR1545; SAR1523; SAR0693; 
SAR1132; SAR1550; SAR1294; SAR2075; 
SAR1109a; SAR1509; SAR1298; SAR0379; 
SAR0042; SAR0369; SAR2114; SAR1548; 
82.93 93.93 74.12 
Source Reference Original Strain 
Curation 
Method 
ORF Nodes 
ORF-ORF / ORF-Term 
Edges 
Unmapped ORFs 
% MU50 
Proteome 
Coverage‡ 
% 
Regulon 
Coverage 
% 
Virulence 
Factor 
Coverage Original 
MU50 
Mapping Original 
MU50 
Mapping 
SAR1319; SAR0385; SAR1320; SAR2788; 
SAR1289; SAR0159; SAR0367; SAR1510; 
SAR0219; SAR1537; SAR1524; SAR0703; 
SAR2705; SAR2307; SAR0098; SAR0261; 
SAR0286; SAR1542; SAR0384; SAR1324; 
SAR0716; SAR0088; SAR1558; SAR1909; 
SAR1508; SAR1315; SAR1300; SAR1884; 
SAR0401a; SAR2027a; SAR395a; 
SAR0089; SAR1511; SAR1554; SAR0982; 
SAR2787; SAR0426; SAR2706a; SAR1007; 
SAR0237; SAR1136a; SAR0084; SAR1321; 
SAR2097; SAR2391a; SAR2113; SAR1052; 
SAR858a; SAR1551; SAR1318; SAR2519a;  
Publication Marbach et al., 
2012 Nature 
Methods 
MU50 Predictive 1084 1488* - 39.45 40.82 23.53 
Database - 
RegPrecise 
Novichkov et 
al., 2010 
Nucleic Acid 
Research 
N315 Experimental 615 609 740 735 SA0851; SAP010; SAP011; SAP012; 
SAP018, SA0300 
22.16 99.19 44.71 
Database - 
KEGG 
Moriya et al., 
2007 Nucleic 
Acid Research 
MU50 Predictive / 
Experimental 
931 4359 - 33.88 56.89 43.53 
Multiple 
Databases 
- STRING 
9.0 
Jensen et al., 
2008 Nucleic 
Acid Research 
MU50 Multiple 
methods 
1097 8325 - 39.92 65.52 14.12 
Database - 
VFDB 
Chen et al., 
2005 Nucleic 
Acids Research 
MU50 Experimental 85 85 - 3.09 6.24 100.00 
 
‡Assuming 2748 ORFs 
*Published network; Data for 2409 MU50 nodes and 86,042 MU50 edges also available; 87.66% proteome coverage 
  
Table S2. Gene ontology summary information (current as at 04/04/2013) 
 
Source Description Designation Original Strain Curator Unique 
Terms 
KEGG KEGG Pathways KO MU50 KEGG  441 
RegPre Mapped Regulons RPO N315 RegPrecise 54 
JCVI JCVI_Roles (TIGR) JRO MU50 JCVI_CMR 141 
JVCI_GO_MF JVCI_GO_MF GO 9476 
JCVI_GO_BP JCVI_GO_BP 23928 
JVCI_GO_CC JVCI_GO_CC 3050 
UniProt / SwissProt UP_GO_MF UP_GO_MF MU50 GO 9476 
UP_GO_BP UP_GO_BP 23928 
UP_GO_CC UP_GO_CC 3050 
AFFY AFFY_GO_MF AFFY_GO_MF Various GO 9476 
AFFY_GO_BP AFFY_GO_BP 23928 
AFFY_GO_CC AFFY_GO_CC 3050 
 
  
Table S3. Gene ontology annotation summary information (current as at 04/04/2013) 
 
Source Designation Original Strain 
ID Count 
Unique 
Terms 
% 
Proteome 
Coverage‡ 
Base Ontology Curator 
Total 
Terms 
contained 
in Parent 
Ontology Total Unique 
KEGG KOA MU50 4360 930 120 33.84 KEGG Orthology KEGG 441 
RegPrecise RPOA N315 735 596 53 21.69 RegPrecise Regulon Pathway RegPrecise 54 
JCVI / TIGR 
JROA MU50 7875 2531 (1646)^ 117 59.90 JCVI-CMR Gene Roles JCVI_CMR 141 
JVCI_GO_MF_A MU50 1209 1054 479*† 38.36 GO JCVI_CMR 9476 
JCVI_GO_BP_A MU50 958 849 191**† 30.90 GO JCVI_CMR 23928 
JVCI_GO_CC_A MU50 107 36 34***† 1.31 GO JCVI_CMR 3050 
UniProt / SwissProt 
UP_GO_MF_A MU50 6514 1613 781 58.70 GO Uniprot 9476 
UP_GO_BP_A MU50 4740 1613 568 58.70 GO Uniprot 23928 
UP_GO_CC_A MU50 2827 953 60 34.68 GO Uniprot 3050 
AFFY 
AFFY_GO_MF_A MU50; 
COL; 
N315; 
NCTC 
8325 
5130 1646 728#† 59.90 GO Affymetrix 9476 
AFFY_GO_BP_A 3205 1549 424##† 56.37 GO Affymetrix 23928 
AFFY_GO_CC_A 1638 927 58 33.73 GO Affymetrix 3050 
^915 ORFs classified as either Hypothetical Proteins, Conserved, No data or Unknown Function 
   #7 obsolete terms; 2 alt IDs 
        ##1 obsolete term; 6 alt IDs 
        *21 obsolete terms; 12 alt IDs 
        **2 obsolete terms; 3 alt IDs 
        ***1 obsolete terms; 4 alt IDs 
        †Alt IDs remapped to dominant terms 
       ‡Assuming 2748 ORFs 
           
 
Figure S1 | Genome coverage and annotation concordance for three S. aureus gene ontology 
annotations made against the GO. The variation in ontology annotation genomic coverage for 
molecular function (A), cellular component (B) and biological process (C) are depicted for Affymetrix, 
UniProt and JCVI-CMR annotations. Gene-to-term associations are highly discordant between 
annotations for shared genes (the genomic overlap between Affymetrix, UniProt and JCVI) as shown 
for the 651 genes shared across all three the molecular function annotations (D), 27 genes shared 
across the cellular component annotations (E) and 450 genes shared across the biological process (F) 
annotations. 
  
 
 
Figure S2 | Summary performance visualisation of gene ontology annotations in the identification of 
over-represented ontology terms. Ontology terms are shown as dark blue (Affymetrix), teal 
(UniProt), red (JCVI-CMR), grey (TIGR) or magenta (KEGG) points on the molecular function (A) 
cellular component (B) and biological process (C) graphs. Points on the right of the dashed red line 
represent significantly over-represented terms (p < 0.05). The micro-array experiments were 
analysed as lists of all differentially regulated genes, down regulated genes and up regulated genes 
resulting from micro-array experiments or are shown as a sum of the results of all three analyses.  
  
  
Figure S3 | Performance of gene ontology annotation resources in the interpretation of publically 
available proteome data sets. Twelve sets of differentially regulated proteins were retrieved from 
published works. Regulated gene sets were analysed using available ontology and ontology 
annotation resources to identify over-represented ontology terms within the data. Analysis across 
the twelve protein sets demonstrated no difference in performance for molecular function 
annotation resources (A) or biological processes resources (C). In terms of cellular components, the 
UniProt and Affymetrix annotations were able to identify a higher frequency of over-represented 
ontology terms compared to JCVI annotation (B). GO molecular function (D), cellular component (E) 
and biological process (F) annotations from Affymetrix, UniProt and JCVI infrequently identified the 
same over-represented gene ontology terms when interpreting identical sets of down-regulated, up-
regulated and all regulated proteins across the proteome experiments (D). In each experiment over-
represented terms were either identified by only one annotation (dark blue), two annotations (teal) 
or all three annotations (red). 
  
 
 
 
Figure S4 | In nine all regulated gene sets a proportion of differentially regulated genes were not 
annotated in molecular function (A), cellular component (B) and biological process (C) gene ontology 
annotations. These unmatched genes differ significantly across different annotations. The frequency 
of missed genes during ontology analysis correlates with annotation genome coverage (r2 = 0.97; p = 
0.0016; Pearson’s). 
